Owl at the Moon
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports
Whooo! Whoo! Make this cute and trendy little guy for all the
Halloween lovers out there!
MATERIALS
CF-2702-F Orange Opal Fine
GBITS-210-71 Ivory Bits
GBLOC1009 Black Blocks
GBLOC226-74 Amazon Green Opaque Blocks
GBLOCK170.2 Tangerine Blocks
GBLOCK238-72 Alpine Blue Blocks
GP1009 Black Pebbles
GBS-12-005 Clear White Streaky Glass Blank
S200-96 White Stringers
M-2007 White Millefiori
SUPPLIES
1” Running Pliers
Elmer’s Gel Glue
Pistol Grip Glass Cutter
Ruler
Sharpie
Small Plastic Cups
ST540 Thinfire Paper
ST352 Wheel Mosaic Cutter
Wooden Skewers
NSTRUCTIONS
1. First, cut the Clear and White Streaky Glass Blank into an 8
inch square.
2. Using a Sharpie, draw the owl’s body onto the Alpine Blue
Block. The bottom of our owl is about 1.5 inches wide, and the
top is about 3 inches wide. He is approximately 3.5 - four inches
tall. We added a curve on either side to make him a bit round. We
also curved in on the top piece to create ears.

3. Once you have cut out your owl, attach it to the bottom right
area of the blank with glue.
4. Cut a triangle about 2 inches wide by 2 inches tall (at the widest
point) out of the Black Block. Cut a small strip a little bit longer
than the triangle to be used as the bottom rim of the hat.
5. Once you are down creating the hat, draw and cut out two small
wings from the Amazon Green Block. We drew them like leaves.
Once cut, glue down. Cut out two more tiny strips to fit on top of
the owl’s witch hat.
6. Now it’s time to make the moon! Draw a skinny moon on the
Tangerine Block. Feel free to make as large or small as you want!
Cut out the moon then glue onto the blank.
7. Sprinkle Orange Opal Fine Frit on top to create texture. Using
the Tangerine scraps from the moon, cut out two small strips to fit
on top of the witch hat and for his nose. Attach with glue.
8. Using the White and Black Stringers, cut down and decorate
owl. Place stringers on top of belly, ear, and wings.
9. Use four Ivory Bits to create the eyes. Place one bit down on
the left and right. Glue down. Next, take two more bits, rotate
forty-five degrees and glue down on top of the other Bits. Once
fused together, this will create a circle.
10. Cut one Black Pebble in half with the Wheel Mosaic Cutter.
Use each half to create the owl’s feet. Cut a Black bit in half.
Then, cut the smaller pieces in half once more to create pupils for
the eyes. Glue down onto the center of the Ivory Bits.
12. Attach Millefiori pieces with glue down all over the blank to
look like stars in the night sky.
13. Once complete, fire to a Contour Fuse.

